March 1, 2021

BAR
Reporting Period: January 25 to
February 22,2021.
Note: Missing dates normally mean that the wind
contributed to boats not going out to fish.
I have a NEW email if you can send me any fishing
news or pictures: lyncurt0@gmail.com If you can
send reports by the 23rd of the month, they have a
better chance of being added in for the next report.
In general, it is still a slow period for most fisherpersons, with cold water temperatures down to 58
degrees and many breezy days. Yellowtail became
very scarce around the midriff, but a few “toads”
were caught, mainly around Isla Pedro Matir. Bottom
fishing seemed to be the only sure bet, with some
decent Goldies and “Rockies" caught. Many days
there were boats out fishing but so little was caught
that no one felt like sending in reports. Flounder
continued to be scarce to nonexistent. No fresh
reports from San Carlos either.
02/03/2021 SAND DOLLAR caught limits of
Goldies at Turner. DAKOTA went to Pedro Martir and
did well on Yellowtail. NIGHTWINGS made a trip to
fish the beach around Santa Rosa and Christmas
Tree, but nothing was biting and even clams were
keeping a low profile.
02/07 GATORBAIT successfully fished Pedro Martir
for 16 nice yellowtail and some Goldies.
02/10 PERRYDIZE went to Turner for a Yellowtail
and bottom fish. SAND DOLLAR and GATORBAIT
returned to Pedro and caught some Goldies, but the
huge swells really made fishing nearly impossible.
NIGHTWINGS tried trolling around birds at Dead
Man and jigging for Yellowtail but only ended up
catching some nice Rockies. The south end of

WE’RE STILL OUTSIDE!
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ou could say that things have been fairly
slow for a while now. The bar is bringing
in a little, but we look forward to being able to
open up and hold more activities so you have
more opportunities to enjoy those drinks!
You may have heard that all our bartenders
now need to be under 60 years of age. That lets
most of our members off the hook! Mike fits the
bill, and he’s a good bartender, too, so we are
lucky for that! But if you do qualify, consider
doing some volunteer time. It’s fun and easy.
Come on by and have a drink!
—Jean Lewis, Bar Director
jlewis2sis@yahoo.com

Turner was way too rough to fish, but Colorado
Risco produced a few bottom fish.
2/12 SAND DOLLAR caught one very nice
Yellowtail trolling at Turner and a few Goldies.
2/15 EL SUENO tried the Turner area and
caught some bottom fish. GATORBAIT caught
one Yellowtail and bottom fish at Turner.
2/16 No new reports over the week.
— Matt Curtis, Fishery Biologist
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